
Subject:Whitlock Family Association Feedback Form X5901/1
From:servicemail@bravenet.com
Date:Sat, 13 May 2006 03:43:36 -0700 (PDT)
To:whitlock@bcegg.com

MESSAGE SENT THROUGH YOUR WEBSITE

This form was submitted: May 13 2006 / 13:43:36
by a visitor with this IP Address: 80.89.81.198

userid = dickwhit
thankyou = http://whitlock.castlewebs.net/wfa/index.htm
realname = Clare Whitlock
email = clare.whitlock@yahoo.co.uk
Mail =
Zip =
City =
State =
Country = UK
URL = http://
Comment = I sent an email two weeks ago, and have not received a reply. I wish to share
information with you to put on your site and perhaps find out more information by my Grand
Aunt May MacSweeney whom Peter or John had contact with.

Kind Regards
Clare Whitlock

W53



Subject:Re: [Fwd: WHITLOCK53 CHART] X5901/2
From:Clare Whitlock <clare_whitlock@yahoo.co.uk>
Date:Thu, 25 May 2006 16:51:58 +0000 (GMT)
To:Whitlock <whitlock@bcegg.com>

Hello Peter, I'm glad we finally linked!

Finding the Whitlock Chart was an incredible shock and exciting moment for me, I'm really
impressed that someone has gone to so much trouble to put the chart together. I've spent the
last 4 months trying to build my family tree, including my father ( Greg Whitlock ) blood parents.
He was adopted by Henry and Lily, so I can appreciate the time and effort that has gone into
putting the tree together. Can you tell me who did this research...yourself ? I'm interested in
the input by Sylvia Mort, mentioned in one of the articles on the website about Harold Whitlock,
the olympic walker. Did Sylvia have any input into tree....my Aunt Shirley and Barbara think
they recall meeting her.

I live in Bishop's Stortford....not too far from Ware!, and one of your files said Sylvia lived in
Bishop's stortford too. I would like to trace her if I can.

I was also intrigued to find out about the Whitlock car....my father had never heard about this. I
have since managed to find some pictures of the car and a poster. Do you know if any of the
cars exist in the UK today?

I'm interested in anything you're willing to share with me. I don't feel the line I come from was
particularly close, and I am only really in contact with Shirley, Barbara ( and Bernard...not listed
on the chart, Barbara's twin brother ). I am not in contact with any of May's brothers.

I would love to know who from the chart is alive today from my Grand Aunts and Uncles, so that
maybe I can make contact with some of the lower generations of cousins.

Look forward to hearing from you soon.

Clare
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